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About This Game

The solar system is ravaged. The Earth is gone, shattered to pieces. Nothing remains but a huge ring of rocky debris. Nobody
knows why the Gate malfunctioned. It was built to connect our world to other stars, but only a handful of colony ships were sent

away before disaster struck. The Gate is believed to have unexpectedly connected to the wrong star -one just going nova.
Torrents of gravitational waves flooded our solar system and the Earth was immediately obliterated. The Gate then started

connecting to random stars, spewing ashes from dying worlds, radiation from younger suns or even drawing in alien lifeforms.
The solar system began to change.

Humans and their machines live on: pockets of civilization have gathered into warring factions. Many adventurers roam the cold
wastes in their spaceships, defying death and perils unknown -there are countless tales of monstrous machines and alien

creatures preying on hapless ships. Real menaces or mere fantasies ? Who can now part the myth from the ever-changing reality
?

In a world where humans, monsters and machine-gods fight for survival, something will eventually have to give. You play the
role of a young adventurer, who just got his hands on his first spaceship, and is determined to make a name for himself. A

routine scouting mission turns out to be something much greater when you encounter an A.I. called Ceres.

Key Features:
• Single-player tactical space combat.

• Lead a squadron of ships and fight through a mission-drive storyline the way you see fit.
• Third person view and simple yet deep point-and-click order system.

• Your ships not only unleash deadly lasers or missiles, but it is possible to launch hacking attacks to damage or even take
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control of enemy ships !
• Manage your set of skills as you gain experience. Special perks also appear when you perform well.

• Hire captains and crews for your squadron’s ships. Watch them gain experience as they fight by your side.
• Heavily customize your ships with equipment or weapons of different origins. Modify ship’s modules, armor, weapons, sensors

or counter-measures.
• Dozens of ship types which can be acquired and commanded, from the smallest corvette to the mightiest battleship.

• Advanced damage system: ships can suffer critical and system failures in combat.
• Loot anything that floats in space, trade items around the solar system to gain extra income, or salvage wrecked ships and even

capture hostile vessels with boarding drones.
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Title: Ceres
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Jötunn Games
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Intel Pentium G3220 @ 3.00GHz or equivalent AMD processor and above

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB nVidia Geforce GT460 or equivalent, 500 MB ATI HD4850 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible Audio

Additional Notes: Minimum Resolution: 1024 x 768

English,German,Russian
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I liked the software at first but started having issues with audio sync being off, and it would be okay if it was just out of sync but
it is sections of audio that are behind; I'd have to cut and sync audio after finding each section (and I have). Choose the Intel
driver for recording, choose seperate audio streams. That should help some. If they fix these issues the software will be great
again. Until then I've moved on to OBS.. Disappointed. Feels like playing a game at early year 2000. Graphic is bad. top notch
stuff. Really good game similarities for example to Meatboy. Keeps you on the hook from beginning to end :D. turning sucks.
Great art style, interesting concept, but the gameplay gets repetitive and the writing could use some work.. still fun though at
time.. Check out this video I made of it, gave up after part 2 due to the tedium...

https://youtu.be/RXlvATHKAlY. Doesnt load. I even left it loading for a hour, some things loaded, vision was tunnled and
broken up to much to interact. I have windows mixed reality. It said it would work for that but it acts like other programs that
are just for VR. Whatever the reason it doesnt work. I guess I cant get a refund?
. Demon hunter is an amazing range class, and close quarters AOE melee. You have to unlock melee through skill points and
damage is based on that, but if you get relics with smite or poison you will tear down groups in seconds. Gun does most damage
though as it does not rely on skills, only on base damage. Skills are dash, spinning knifes, chance to throw knife, damaging
enemies below 50% hp gives bonus damage done by you, and healing from melee or mana by gun per hit.

  Demonspawn class is amazing, it very heavily focuses on mana. The fact that you have to unlock it gives you a reason to beat
the campaign. It attacks quickly, is range only, and because of wings it flies over obstacles other classes couldnt go over (being
in dungeon while flying off map is easy grind). Every time the demonspawn hits an enemy it regains a bit of hp. Some of its
skills are that it damages and knocks enemies in the air with a spike skill, which also stuns. And a (blood beam) that does weak
damage unupgraded but can be a devestating weapon.

Mevius, the last boss of the dlc, is absolutely intense. With 3 phases and how he quickly changes between each makes satans
fight look like a piece of cake.

This is the best dlc by far. Unfortunitely and obviously it does require predecessing dlc excluding forest lady. It took about 11
hours for me to beat this dlc and unlock demonspawn.

TL:DR? This dlc is amazing, buy it.. Priced at $0.99 it is hard not to get your money's worth out of this. It is a graphically
updated version of Qix that I had on the C64 many (many) years ago now. A simple premise but addictive nonetheless. It is a
short game but would still serve as a quick and easy time-filler once you've beaten it.
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Good old fashioned RTS. Surprisingly a lot of depth, it's a 2D RTS which is fine, you don't notice once you got your head in the
game. The easy setting is crazy easy with the exception of one or two missions. Might give the MP a go soon. For the price a
nice little indie title. I'll probably have completed this soon, in the absence of any good market leading RTS games this little
puppy fills the gap.. ya, i didnt get any of the deluxe stuff, am i suppose to get to a certain level to get it?
. This game appears to be a Diablo clone...it is more like a Diablo joke...

Except you won't be the one laughing.. EDIT:
If you're on a first date, or reading a book, or any situation in which you're experiencing something/someone new - first
impressions are everything. Perhaps others might have had a more favorable view of the game, but for me: nothing was exciting
enough about it to continue playing.

I found the gameplay to be clunky, the events to be predictable, and the puzzles to be counterintuitive. Maybe as the game
progresses it'll get better, but I was very disappointed by everything that I met in those 30 minutes.

I'm going to probably give the game another hour or so and see if my impressions are different, and if so I'll update my review,
but I didn't feel or see anything that hooked me into wanting to play the game any further. That's pretty telling if a game doesn't
make you -want- to play more.

ORIGINAL
Art style: 9/10; this was one area the game was great.

Gameplay: 6/10; clunky and not well explained.

Puzzles: 2/10; either they were obnoxiously predictable or unbearably hard.

Jumpscares: 2/10; I didn't find a single one that wasn't predictable. Humorously so.

Overall score: 3/10; I wanted to like this game. It missed the ball. Missed it bad.

I don't ever write reviews. Ever. This game, though... I had high hopes. Like really high hopes. I wanted this game to be great. I
thought it was going to be the perfect mix of Psychology, jumpscares, and puzzles. Instead, all I was met with was
disappointment.

I even have a YouTube channel where I play games and discuss the Psychology behind them, and this game missed the mark.
Bad.

Here's some first impressions and reaction (I didn't even get to talking about Psychology!)
Note: I played further than the video, I just stopped recording. It was that bad.
https://youtu.be/gAyT7yjpaS0. this cures my depression. The best couch multiplayer game i have ever played. we played
nonstop fpr 2 hours, very addicting. i wish i had people to play with
:( but 5/5 love it. makes me not wanna off myself unless i lose. THIS IS THE FUTURE OF COOP GAMES!
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